
Approximate Faithful Embedding in Learning(Extended abstract)Naftali Tishby and Lidror TroyanskyInstitute of Computer Science andCenter for Neural ComputationThe Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israele-mail: ftishby,lidrortg@cs.huji.ac.ilJanuary 17, 1997AbstractIn this paper we consider the problem of embedding the input and hypotheses of booleanfunction classes in other classes, such that the natural metric structure of the two spaces isapproximately preserved.We �rst prove some general properties of such embedding and then suggest and discusspossible approximate embedding in the class of \half-spaces" (single layer perceptrons) withdimension polynomial in the VC dimension of the original problem.Our main result is that such an approximate embedding by half-spaces is possible for a classof problems, which we call \informative". These are homogeneous learnable concept classes forwhich the dual problem (learning the input from labels of random hypotheses) has a similarVC-dimension, and the variance of the generalization error is bounded from zero. This is adistribution dependent property which we need to hold for most distributions on instancesand hypotheses. We argue that many important learning classes are \informative" for typicaldistributions, e.g. geometric concepts, neural networks, decision trees, etc.1 IntroductionOne of the most fundamental problems in learning is to de�ne and �nd an adequate representation ofthe input the hypothesis spaces. Within the context of PAC learning, the importance of hypothesisrepresentation was �rst explored by Pitt and Valiant [9] who showed that k-term DNF is note�ciently PAC learnable using a hypothesis class of k-term DNF, but is e�ciently PAC learnableusing k-CNF. The issue of representation of concept classes by embedding in other classes wasraised already by Littlestone and Warmuth[6] and later on by Floyd and Warmuth[3] and by Pittand Warmuth[8] who raised the issues of exact embedding and of sample compression by embeddingof learning classes. The issue of a good representation of the inputs is also known to be of crucialimportance for learning.In this work we are interested in approximate but faithful embedding of both the hypothesis-space and input-space, via metric preserving transformations.We describe a method for universal encoding of both spaces, based on the basic properties ofuniform convergence, and argue that any hypothesis space H with VC-dimension d = dimVC(H)which can be learned with error � and con�dence � can be faithfully represented by a binary stringusing O �2d�2 log 1�� bits, such that each bit has the same \weight", or \inuence". Moreover, thereis an approximate metric preserving mapping between the hypothesis generalization errors and theHamming distances of the corresponding binary strings.If the representations of the inputs by binary strings of length M are considered as vectors inRM , the Euclidean distance between two inputs reects the probability that a random hypothesisgives the two inputs di�erent labels. Close inputs therefore tend to have the same label by most1



hypotheses, and the decision surfaces become, in many cases, simpler. In this work we study somesu�cient conditions under which the decision surfaces can be approximated by hyperplanes.Ever since the seminal work of Rosenblatt[10] on the perceptron, his idea of random embeddingevery pattern recognition problem in high dimension Euclidean space such that it becomes linearlyseparable, remained intriguing and open. The main issue is to �nd e�cient embedding methods,with only polynomial sample and time complexity on the one hand, and guaranteed generalizationon the other hand.In section 3 we discuss the general problem of an approximate faithful embedding of a classfH;Xg in a larger class fH0;X 0g, such that the metric induced by the generalization errors forboth the direct (learning hypothesis from labeled random inputs) and dual (learning an input fromthe labels of random hypotheses) problems is preserved to accuracy � with con�dence �. We showthat if such faithful embedding exist, the problem of (improper) learning in the embedding space isequivalent to �nding a global metric preserving transformation (isometry) in this space. Moreover,once this isometry is found all target hypotheses in H are embedable in H0 by the same mapping.Our main result is in section 4, where we show that faithful representations by Euclidean half-spaces exist for a large set if concept-input classes, which we call \informative learning classes".Informative problem classes are characterized by similar VC- dimensionality of the direct and dualproblems and by a non-trivial bound on the variance of the error distributions for both problems, Weprove that this class is faithfully embedable by half-spaces, and we explicitly give the representationmethod and the learning algorithm, which turned out to be the familiar \Hebb rule" for perceptronlearning.In section 5 we discuss some of the rami�cations of our main result and give (without proofs)some examples of \informative" problems, such as geometric concepts, neural networks and decision-trees.While our work share some common feature with other methods, most noticeable are the methodof \boosting"[11] and Vapnik's \Support Vector" machines[13], the method we describe allow ane�cient embedding which does not depend on the target concept. This method is therefore par-ticularly suitable for cases where many dichotomies need to be learned e�ciently over the sameinput.2 PreliminariesDe�nition 1 (Instance and Hypothesis spaces) We denote by the pair (X ;D) the instancespace with its corresponding probability measure, and by (H;P) the hypothesis space with its corre-sponding prior probability measure. For every x 2 X and h 2 H there is a label h(x) � (h; x), inthis paper assumed to be in f�1g (boolean concepts). Thus, (h; x) : H �X ! f�1g.De�nition 2 (Metric structure) The natural pseudo-metrics on X and H are now de�ned, forany D and P, as follows: dD(h1; h2) � D((h1; x) 6= (h2; x)) (1)dP (x1; x2) � P((h; x1) 6= (h; x2)) :Notice that dD(h; h0) is simply the familiar generalization error of h1 with respect to h2, andis distribution dependent. For simplicity we henceforth omit the distribution subscript from themetric, which is easily understood from the arguments.[4]Proposition 1 dD(h; h0) and dP (x; x0) are pseudo metrics on X and H correspondingly.Proof: It is clear that� d(h; h) = 0 8h 2 H,� d(h; h0) � 0; 8h; h0 2 H, 2



� d(h; h0) = d(h0; h) 8h; h0 2 H.It remains to show the triangle inequality, d(h; h0) � d(h; h00) + d(h00; h0) 8h; h0; h00 2 H. Clearly ifh and h0 do not agree on a certain input x, then either h and h00 do not agree on this input, or h0and h00 do not agree on this input. Since this holds for any x 2 X ; d(h; h0) � d(h; h00) + d(h00; h0).Similar argument works for dP , which completes the proof. 2De�nition 3 (Learnability) ,1 We call the class (H;X ) learnable if for any target ht 2 H there is a learning algorithm Awhich for any given � > 0 and � > 0 and a random sample x(m) � Dm outputs an hypothesish(x(m)) such that: PrDm �d(h(x(m)); ht) > �� < � : (2)for sample size, m, polynomial in 1� and 1� .2 The space H is called properly learnable if the output hypothesis h(x(m)) is in H.3 The space H is called PAC [properly] learnable if it is [properly] learnable for any inputdistribution D.4 The space H is e�ciently [PAC, properly] learnable if it is [PAC, properly] learnable and thealgorithm A runs in time polynomial in 1� and 1� as well.It is well known that:Theorem 2 (Vapnik) A su�cient condition for [PAC] learnability of (H;X ) is that dimV CH is�nite.Our embedding results rely on the symmetry between X and H and on properties of the duallearning problem[3, 7].De�nition 4 (The Dual Learning problem) The problem of learning an input x 2 X fromlabels of a random sample of hypotheses h(m) in H, distributed according to Pm is called the dualproblem to the original hypothesis learning problem. To avoid confusion we call the hypothesislearning the direct problem.It is easy to verify that:Theorem 3 (Dual VC dimension [7]) The direct and the dual problems are [PAC] learnabletogether. The corresponding VC-dimensions obey the inequalities:log2(dimVCX ) � dimV CH � 2dimVCX ;log2(dimV CH) � dimV CX � 2dimV CH: (3)Notice, however, that despite this possible exponential gap between the VC-dimensions of thetwo problems, for many natural learning problems, e.g. geometric concepts, neural nets, decisiontrees, parity functions, etc., the two dimensions are in fact very close. It is of great interest tocharacterize those problems more precisely. In this work we are primarily concerned with thoseproblems for which the two dimensions are at most polynomially apart.3



3 Approximate embedding of learning classesThe natural, distribution dependent, metric structure on X and H suggests natural metric pre-serving transformations between classes. Unlike previously discussed embedding schemes amongclasses which were concerned with exact preservation of the hypotheses input relations (h; x), herewe are interested in the weaker embedding which only approximately topology preserving. Theembedding of one class in the class has to faithfully preserve the pairwise intersections of the rele-vant hypotheses (error regions) on X 0 by the images of X , r(X ). The measure of the regions canbe uniformly estimated by a sample, provided that there is uniform convergence on the relevantsubsets of X 0.De�nition 5 ((�; �) faithful embedding) We say that a metric space (X ; d) is (�; �) faithfullyembedded in another metric space (X 0; d0) if there exist a mapping rx : X ! X 0 such that:PrX �jd0(rx(x1); rx(x2))� d(x1; x2)j > �� < � ; (4)namely, for almost all x1; x2 2 X the mapping rx is an approximate isometry.The most interesting case is when both the instance and hypothesis spaces are faithfully embeddedand preserve the natural metric structure induced by the measures D;P in both spaces. In thenext section we discuss the special case of faithful embedding by half-spaces (1-layer perceptrons)in RM , but �rst we discuss some general properties of faithful embedding of that type.3.1 Faithful embedding of input and hypotheses classesThe question we want to address in this section is the problem of faithful representation of onelearning class, (X ;H), by another, (X 0;H0). This is particularly interesting when in the newrepresentation the problem is easier to (improperly) learn. We argue that whenever we can faithfully(with respect to the metrics of Eq.(1)) embed the instance space X in ,X 0 and the hypothesis spaceH in H0 { the following diagram becomes approximately commutative, up to a global isometry ofeither X 0 or H0. X | LH �! Hj jrx rh# #X 0 | LH0 �! H0There are two routes from X to H0 in this diagram. A sample x(m) � X can be used to learna target ht 2 H via a learning algorithm LH that generates an hypothesis h(x(m)) 2 H. Thequality of the algorithm is determined by the distance d = d(ht; h(x(m))). Alternately, we can �rstembed the sample in X 0, rx(x(m)) � X 0 and then apply the learning algorithm LH0 to generate anhypothesis h0(rx(x(m))) 2 H0. The quality of this hypothesis as an approximation to the targetht is measured by the distance d0 = d(rh(ht); h0(rx(x(m)))). The alternative route, through theembedding, is useful only if d0 � d. In this case we may avoid possible computational hardness ofthe proper algorithm LH by a the corresponding improper LH0 , provided that we can �nd e�cientfaithful embedding rx and rh. The next theorem proves that if such faithful embedding exists thenthe diagram can become commutative by a global isometry on either X 0 or H0.More precisely, we can prove the following theorem:Theorem 4 If there are faithful embedding transformations rx : X ! X 0 and rh : H ! H0 and atransformation U : H0 ! H0 such that (Urh(h); rx(x)) = (h; x) 8 x 2 X and h 2 H, then� U is a global approximate isometry on rh(H) � H0.4



� Any learning algorithm LH0 can (improperly) learn any target hypothesis ht 2 H from exam-ples in X .Proof sketch:If such a transformation U exists then for instances x0 2 rh(X ) � X 0, i.e. images of x 2 X , wehave dX 0 (Urh(h1); Urh(h2)) = D0 �(Urh(h1); x0) 6= (Urh(h2); x0)� (5)= D ((Urh(h1); rx(x)) 6= (Urh(h2); rx(x))) (6)where we use the fact that rx is faithful. But from the de�nition of the transformation U it is clearthat dX 0 (Urh(h1); Urh(h2)) = D ((Urh(h1); rx(x)) 6= (Urh(h2); rx(x))) (7)= D ((h1; x) 6= (h2; x)) = dX (h1; h2) � dX 0(rh(h1); rh(h2)) :The last line follows from the fact that rh is faithful, and \�" means up to � with probability atleast 1� �.Eq(7), dX 0 (Urh(h1); Urh(h2)) � dX 0(rh(h1); rh(h2)) for any h1; h2, means that U is indeed anapproximate isometry on rh(H). U is a global isometry on all of H0 if there is a unique extensionof U from rh(H) to H0, as is the case for the Euclidean embedding of the next section.Similar symmetric argument holds for a transformation Uy : X 0 ! X 0 such that(rh(h); Uyrx(x)) = (h; x) 8 x 2 X and h 2 H.2In the next section we show that such e�cient faithful embedding is possible and that we canhave a universal approximate Euclidean embedding by the class of half-spaces with the uniformdistribution, for an interesting class of learning problems.4 Faithful representations by half-spacesDe�nition 6 (Euclidean representation) (�; �)- Euclidean representation is an (�; �)-faithfulembedding by hyper-planes in RM .De�nition 7 (Informative classes) A class of learning problems f(X ;D); (H;P)g is Informa-tive if:1. dimVC(H) and dimV C(X ) are at most polynomially apart (i.e. the dimensions are related bya �xed power). We denote by dVC = maxfdimVC(H); dimVC(X )g2. For almost all (up to a set of measure 0) h 2 H the variance of the distances � = d(h; h0),V ar(d(h; h0)) > � > 0, where � may depend polynomially on 1=dVC . Similarly, for almost all(up to a set of measure 0) x 2 X the variance of the distances d(x; x0), V ar(d(x; x0)) > � > 0,where � may depend polynomially on 1=dVC . We call this bound (�) the metric variance.To avoid classes which are mixtures of informative and non-informative sub-classes we re-quire in addition that the metric-variance bound holds for any distribution D;P restricted tomeasurable subsets of X and H.More intuitively, a class is informative if for (almost) any hypothesis we can �nd other hypotheseswhose labels are correlated, and for (almost) any input other inputs which gets correlated labelsby the same hypothesis. In other words, for informative classes \close" (by the generalization er-ror) hypotheses have higher then random correlation on the labels of \close" (by the dual metric)5



inputs. In addition, both hypotheses and inputs errors can be uniformly estimated by \not toolarge" samples.Our main result is stated by the following theorem.Theorem 5 (Universal Euclidean embedding) For any informative class of VC-dimensiondVC = maxfdVC (H); dVC (X )g and metric variance �,1. There exists an (�; �)-faithful embedding by half-spaces in RM .2. With probability at least 1� 2�,Prx2X ;h2H0@(h; x) 6= sgn24 MXj=1 MXi=1(h; xi)(hj ; xi)(hj ; x)351A < � ; (8)for any M > 2dV C�2 log 1� , and for any 2� > � > 0 and � > 0.Remark 1. Notice that our embedding result holds even without the explicit bound on thevariance, but the embedding dimension can then be too large to be of any interest. For example, arandom matrix of labels with dimensions D�D has a dVC � logD, but the variance bound is O( 1D),so the theorem's embedding dimension is much larger then D. The result is not trivial whenever �is polynomial in the VC-dimension of the space.Remark 2. The explicit embedding in the theorem has the form of \Hebb rule", and can bewritten in the two equivalent dual forms:(h; x) = sgn24 MXi=1 MXj=1(h; xi)(hj; xi)(hj; x)35 (9)= sgn24 MXj=1hh;hji(hj ; x)35= sgn" MXi=1(h; xi)hxi;xi# ;where ha;bi denotes the dot (scalar) product, and the representation vectors are de�ned ash = ((h; x1); :::; (h; xM)) 2 RM and x = ((h1; x); :::; (hM; x)) 2 RM respectively.We refer to the �rst form in Eq.(9) as the direct representation and the second as the dualrepresentation of the label (h; x). Clearly, since the two representation are equivalent, it shouldn'tmatter if we choose to represent the hypotheses or the inputs as Euclidean vectors. For the samereason, equivalent symmetric conditions should hold in both spaces.Notation: We denote by �(h; h0) = 12 � d(h; h0) and by �(x; x0) = 12 � d(x; x0) .The idea of the proof is �rst to �nd the conditions under which the sign of the argument iscorrect, with high probability, by �rst assuming that the �(h; h0) are known exactly and by usinga su�ciently large sample of hypotheses fhjg to uniformly infer (h; x) for most x. This part isusing the faithful representation of X . Next we uniformly approximate � by a large enough randomsample fxig, which provides a faithful representation of H. The proof follows from the combinationof the two conditions.The theorem is proved using the following lemmas.6



Lemma 6 For an informative class, with probability at least 1� � over the sample fhjg = h(M)Prx2X ;h2H0@(h; x) 6= sgn24 MXj=1 2�(h; hj)(hj; x)351A < � (10)for any M > 2dVC�2 log 1� , and for any � > 0 and 2� > � > 0. Similar expression holds for the dualrepresentation.Lemma 7 � approximation of �(h; h0).For any �; � > 0 Prh;h02H  �����2�(h; h0)� 1M MXi=1(h; xi)(h0; xi)����� > �! < � (11)for M > 2dV C�2 log 1� randomly drawn fxig.Proof: This is a standard �-approximation result, using the fact that the VC-dim of the errorregions of the hypotheses is at most 2dVC and that the r.h.s. of the above equation is precisely thedi�erence between the number of agreements and disagreements between h and h0 on the sample,whose expectation is just 2�(h; h0). 2Lemma 8 For almost all x 2 X and h 2 HEh02H �(h; x)�(h; h0)(h0; x)� � 2� : (12)Proof: Given h 2 H we can decompose H into \error- shells"[5], H = S�H� where in each H�there are hypotheses h0 with a given value of �(h; h0) (for in�nite H the argument is slightly moreinvolved, but standard). The expectation can now be written as,Eh02H �(h; x)�(h; h0)(h0; x)� = E�Eh02H� �(h; x)�(h; h0)(h0; x)� (13)= E�; h02H� �(Pr((h; x) = (h0; x))� Pr((h; x) 6= (h0; x)))�(h; h0)�= E� �(12 + �)�� (12 � �)�� (14)= Eh02H �2�2(h; h0)� � 2� ;where the last inequality is by the assumed bound on the metric variance and the fact that�(h; h0) = 12 � d(h; h0). Notice that in Eq.(14) there is no dependence on the speci�c x and h,which is a sort of \uniformity" over most x 2 X and h 2 H. This is the place where we use theassumption that there are no measurable subsets of X �H that do not obey the lower bound � onthe metric variance.Since Eh02H ��(h; h0)(h0; x)� = Ex02X ��(x; x0)(h; x0)� (15)= Ex02XEh02H �(h; x0)(h0; x0)(h0; x)� ;the same metric bound holds for the dual representation as well, and Ex02X ��2(x; x;0 )� > � foralmost all x.2Proof of lemma 6:By lemma 8 for almost all h 2 H and x 2 XEh02H(h; x)2�(h; h0)(h0; x) = 2E(�2) > 2� : (16)7



First we need that by large enough sample fhjg = h(M) we can uniformly for almost all x 2 Xguarantee the correct sign of the sample average, namely, we want thatPr0@supx 24(h; x)M MXj=1 2�(h; hj)(hj ; x)35 < 2E(�2)� �1A < � : (17)Next, in order for sample average to remain positive (the correct sign) we must have � < 2E(�2).By the uniform convergence of the empiricals of the error regions for the dual problem, this is truefor any M > 2dVC�2 log 1� > 2dVC4�2 log 1� ; (18)since dV C > dVC (X ). This completes the proof. Notice that the same condition on M is enoughfor (h(M); x) to be a faithful representation of x for almost all x 2 X .The same argument can be equally written for the dual representation, with� = �(x; x0) = 12 � d(x; x0) and the sample taken from X . 2Proof of Theorem 5:Using the �-approximation result of lemma 7 we can replace PMi=1(h; xi)(hj; xi) with2�(h; hj) + �j , where �j can be bounded by j�j j � q2dV CM log 1� for all j, and are otherwise indepen-dent (with independent signs). Combining this with the result of lemma 6 we obtain:(h; x)M MXi=1 MXj=1(h; xi)(hj ; xi)(hj ; x) = (h; x)M MXj=1(2�(h; hj) + �j)(hj ; x) (19)= (h; x)M 0@ MXj=1 2�(h; hj)(h; j) + MXj=1 �j(hj ; x)1A : (20)For the whole expression to be positive (the needed correct sign), by lemma 6 we must have������ 1M MXj=1 �j������ � 1pMs2dVCM log 1� = q2dVC log 1�M < � ; (21)which can be easily obeyed by M > 2dVC�2 log 1� , as required by the theorem and by lemma 7.The �rst part of the theorem is a straight forward consequence of the uniform convergence ofthe scalar product hh;h0i ! �(h; h0) for the direct representation and hx;x0i ! �(x; x0) for the dualone.This completes the proof of the main theorem. 25 DiscussionOur results raises several interesting questions. First, it seems from the paper of Alon et. al [1]and from the work Ben-David and Litman[2] that there is a lower bound on the dimension of exactEuclidean embedding which is of the order of the size of the space itself and not its VC dimension.If this is the case then our result shows that this is not true for arbitrary good approximations forsome interesting classes.Moreover, we provide an e�cient random improper learning algorithm for any informative class.This must be compared with the known hardness results for improper learning.Our method has some similarity both to Vapnik's \Support-Vector"[13] and to \Boosting"[11]in that all those methods eventually aim at linear separability by some transformation of the data.8



It is important to notice that unlike the Support-Vector method, our embedding is extremely simple(no need for quadratic programming or similar) and does not depend on the target hypothesis. Thismakes the scheme particularly suitable for cases where many dichotomies are needed to be learnede�ciently over the same input.Whereas it is clearly di�erent from boosting, our de�nition of \informative classes" can remindthe notion \weak-learning" since it strongly depends on the distribution of the errors near 12 , forall distributions.5.1 Geometric interpretationTo complete the picture it is interesting to combine the general result of Theorem 4 with that onEuclidean embedding in Theorem 5. Since we show that there is faithful embedding of informativeclasses by half-spaces, it is interesting to identify the isometry U for this case. Indeed our Euclideanrepresentation of hypotheses is by vectors with scalar products that faithfully preserve � = 12 � d,thus the isometry in RM must be an orthogonal transformation that preserves the angles betweenthe vectors (it is su�cient to consider only half-spaces that go through the origin). Indeed ourembedding, Eq.(9), has the symmetric form of(h; x) = sgnhh U xi (22)where Uij = (hj ; xi) is an approximate rotation/inversion which turns the hj vectors with re-spect to the vectors xi to allow for the linear separability of the target hypothesis ht. The dualtransformation Uy is indeed simply the adjoint (transposed) matrix of U . This global isometrictransformation is the same for all possible target rules ht and depend only on the random choiceof the representation bases.5.2 Relation to Bayesian hypotheses testingThe Euclidean embedding, Eq.(9), can be improved (for practical applications) if we realize that�(h; h0) = Pr(h = h0)�Pr(h 6= h0) can be considered as an approximation to the optimal Bayesianhypotheses testing weight, which in this case is �̂(h; h0) = logPr(h = h0) � logPr(h 6= h0). Thusreplacing �(h; h0) with �̂(h; h0) in Eq.(10) should yield better linear separation. There might be,however, a problem with reliable estimations of the log-probabilities from the sample.5.3 Some \informative" and \non-informative" classesThe most interesting question is what concept classes are \informative"? Without proving it here,we conjecture that all homogeneous classes with a good topology of errors, i.e., with hypotheses\close" to every hypothesis in the class both for the direct and dual problems, are \informative".Such problems are in fact most of the classes which can be learned by incremental or greedyempirical risk minimization algorithms (e.g. back-prop for neural networks). We suspect that theset of \informative" classes include geometric concepts, neural-networks, decision trees, and more.The typical class which is \non-informative", despite the fact that the dual VC-dim is the sameas the direct VC-dim, is the class of parity functions of N bits, for which dV C(H) = dVC (X ) = N ,but the distribution of errors for every member of the class looks like that of a random matrix,� � 2�N . In this case our embedding is meaningless.5.4 Relation to \learning curves"An interesting question, which motivated this study, is how are the learning curves[5] e�ectedby faithful embedding. We keep the answer to this question to another work[12] where we alsopresent many experimental (numerical) applications of our method. It is important to mentionhere, however, that both the learning curve and the approximate embedability by half-spaces aredetermined by the distribution of the generalization errors in the class. Whereas in the studiesof learning curves we were mostly concerned with the behavior of the error distribution for small9
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